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Focus: The students will analyze indicators of stream health from across the United
States by plotting data and performing descriptive statistics and linear regression.

Overview: This lesson centers around analyzing the correlation between different
indicators of stream health. The students will complete a lesson in R to practice creating
scatter plots and preforming linear regression. Additionally, students will practice
summarizing data, calculating outliers, and creating boxplots. They will apply the
methods from prior lessons in the final lesson of the course to analyze stream data from
Region 4, which contains Atlanta, more independently.

Learning objectives:
1. Perform descriptive statistics and linear regression in R
2. Create boxplots and scatter plots of stream health data from different EPA regions.
3. Practice coding elements necessary to do basic R calculation operations and perform
useful functions: summary(), abline(), lm(), quantile()
4. Compare, contrast, and summarize patterns of stream health locally and nationally

Lesson sequence:
1. Prelab reading of in-class worksheet (Prepare before and use during lab)
2. Wet lab portion measuring stream health indicators at Proctor Creek
3. Swirl lesson
a. Introduction
b. Descriptive_Statistics
c. Linear_Regression
d. Region_4

Pre-lesson activities: Students will complete a prelab reading on pollution, stream
health, and chemical and biological indicators of stream health. An additional reading
introducing the EPA dataset will help students understand the data they will be
analyzing in the Swirl Lesson.

Post-lesson activities: Students will complete a synthesis activity where they
make a statement about the health of streams in the United States using the data and
peer-reviewed sources. The goal is to have them practice synthesizing and drawing
conclusions from data.

Implementation notes: This course was designed to be done in a 3-hr laboratory
period where students independently complete the four lessons. This course can be
used in conjunction with a lab where students travel to a local creek and sample nutrient
levels and macroinvertebrate levels in the field. The course is subdivided into four
lessons to facilitate students stopping and starting as they review how R works. It
includes descriptions of the functions and operators they will be using, so it provides a
gentle introduction to plots and linear regression in R. Encourage students to save their
scripts and paste code and any notes as they go so they can generate their own R code
to continue examining the data for the synthesis activity.
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